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1. Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space. Denote by S = S( V’) 
the algebra of complex valued polynomial functions on V. If G is a group and 
Q: G+GL( v) a representation in V, let R = SC be the graded algebra of G- 
invariant functions of S. Its Poincart (or Molien) series is denoted by 
(1) PR(z) = i (dim R&z”. 
0 
It is trivial that this series converges for IzI < 1 and one knows that it repre- 
sents, in fact, a rational function (see e.g. [7, p. 281). 
If G is a compact Lie group, and ,Q a continuous representation, we have the 
formula of Molien-Weyl (see [9, p. 5-61) 
(2) pR(Z) = j det Cl- ze(g))-l@(g) ( 1 zI < I), G 
where dp is Haar-measure on G, normalized such that G has volume 1. Neither 
(1) nor (2) give immediately information about the form of the rational 
function represented by PR. 
In this note an explicit form for that rational function will be given in the case 
of SUz, when Q is an irreducible representation. The Poincare series in that case 
have received much attention in the 19th century (for example, from Cayley and 
Sylvester). But I have not been able to find an explicit formula of the sort 
proved here in the literature on invariant theory. An equivalent formula was 
found some time ago by I.G. Macdonald (unpublished). 
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2. We first discuss some auxiliary material. If n is an integer >0, write 
0, = c?“‘. For fc C(z), put &) =fo;- ‘). 
LEMMA 1. There is a C-linear map &: C(z)+C(z) such that 
We have (@,J)-= @,$ 
C(z) is a Galois extension of C(Zn) of degree n, whose Galois group is 
generated by the automorphism sending z to t&z. It follows that the right-hand 
side of (3) lies in C(f), which proves the existence of en. The last point is clear. 
LEMMA 2. (i) Let f E C(z), let a be an integer > 0 and put g(z) =flz”). 
Then 
(f%&(z) = (bl/(n, dw”“J9; 
(ii) Let $, g E C(z) and put h(z) = g(f). Then 
bdhfi = sau>. 
This is easy. 
Put g/l(z)=(l -z)-h. 
LEMMA 3. &&= Cj=oanjgj, with anh=nh-‘, C&h-I= -3nh-2(n-ll)h 
(h r 2). 
LEMMA 4. Let f E C(z). The poles of &fare of the form cr”, where a is a pole 
off. If there is only one pole a off of maximal order h, then there is only one 
pole of maximal order of @d, viz. a”, and this order is also h. 
Lemma 4 follows from lemma 3 by writing f as a linear combination of 
gh(&). The easy proof of lemma 3 can be omitted. 
We next introduce some special rational functions. If d E N, write 
(d,z)! =(l -z)(l -z2)...(1 -zd), 
(4) [$z)=(d,z)![(e,z)!(d-e,z)!]-*, Oleld, 
y&z)=(- l)eze’e+‘)[(e,z2)!(d-e,$)!]-*. 
Then 
(5) j&(z) = (- 1)+?$-2e”d+ i++&?(z). 
Also write 
a(t)(z)=(l -zt)-‘, ri(t)(z)=(l -z-b)-]. 
We need some properties of the rational function in 2 variables fd, given by 
(6) fd(z,t)= jO (1 -zid-q-i. 
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Observe that 
(7) fa(z, t) = tw+ ‘W41p(~ t) - 1, 
where PE C[z, t] is a polynomial, with p(z, 0) # 0. 
If d E IN, let S(d) be the set of strictly positive integers of the form d - 2e 
(e20). 
We can now describe the decomposition off&, ) in partial fractions. 
PROPOSITION 1. 
“M 9 0 = & @d-2/b&m - W))h 
< 
This can be described in a more explicit way as follows. Let N be a strictly 
positive integer divisible by all h E S(d). Then 
The proof of the proposition, in the guise of (8), runs as follows. We have a 
decomposition 
(9) f&P, t) = hc$c, ji, ((1 -zN/hf$ht)- ‘Chj(Z) + (1 -Z-N’h&t)- ‘Chj(Z)). 
Upon replacing z by f&z one finds that 
ch,j+l(Z)=chj(Z&V), ?h,j+l(Z)=Chj(Z&V), 
whence, putting ch = ch0, h = th0, 
(10) Chj(Z) = ch(Z&), ch,fZ) = ch(Z@A)* 
Moreover, since 
fd(Z-l,t)=(-Z)d+tfa(bt), 
we obtain 
(11) Ch(Z-‘)=(-Z)d+leh(Z). 
Now 
ch(Z) = [ ( 1 - ZN’htxfd(ZN, t)] t = z - N/h. 
Putting h = d - 2e, an easy computation gives 
hCh(Z)= fl (1 -ZNZ-N(d-33’h)-1 =&,,(zN’h). 
jze 
From (11) we then see that 
h&(Z)=( -z)d+l)&(Z-N’h) = -Zd+lz-(d+l)yde(ZN/h)= - )$j,(zN’h), 
whence 
ch(Z) = - th(Z) = h - ’ yd, )(d- h)(ZN’h). 
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We then obtain from (10) formulas for chj and ehj. Putting these into (9) we 
obtain (8). 
3. Now let G = SUz. Let @d be the irreducible representation of this compact 
Lie group of dimension d + 1 (i.e. “with highest weight d”). Let Vd be the space 
of @d, and let Xd be the character. 
Denote by TC G the maximal torus consisting of the diagonal matrices 
w = 
ei@ 0 
( > 0 e-i@ ' 
Then 
x&(e)) = sin (d+ l)# (sin #)-I. 
Also, the characteristic polynomial of .&(q3)) isj&z, e@)- ‘. Let ZE C, IzI < 1. 
We put 
pde(Z)= j det (1 -z@&N-'x&M&9~ 
G 
again we assume jG dp(g) = 1. By familiar formulas 
P&(z) = 71-l ?det (1 -z@d(t(~)))-'xe(t(~)) sin2 cpd#, 
0 
whence 
(12) P&(Z) = II- * 1 sin (e + l)@ sin f$ j&, e”)d@. 
We put Pd= PRO, this is the Poincare series (2) for invariants, in the present case. 
P& is a POinCark series for Covariants: if 
m 
pde(Z) = c mdejzj, 
j=O 
then m&j is the dimension of the space of G-invariants in S( vd)j@ I’,. It is 
known that Pde is a rational function (see [7, p. 281). We shall give an explicit 
form for it in the next theorem. 
The proof of lemma 5 is omitted. 
LEMMA 5. 
We put p&z) = z’. 
THEOREM. 
pde= c @d-?,j(@e-pe+Z)ydj). 
Osj<id 
This follows from (12), using Prop. 1 and lemma 5. In particular, we have 
(13) < pd= O-E+d @d-d(l -lh’di)- 
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COROLLARY 1. Ife+3s+(d+l)2 thenPde(z-l)=(-l)dZd’lPde(Z). 
It follows from (7) that j&, ) has a zero of order [+(d+ 1)2] in t= 0. So all 
partial derivatives with respect to t of order I +(d + 1)2 - 1 of fd vanish for t = 0. 
By Prop. 1, we obtain for e + 15 S(d + 1)2 
Hence, if e + 3 I j(d+ 1)2, we have from the theorem that 
The corollary follows by using (5). 
COROLLARY 2. If d>2 then Pd(Z-l)=(- l)dzd’lP&). 
This is the particular case e = 0 of Cor. 1. 
One knows that for dr3 the transcendence degree of the quotient field of 
&=S(Vd)’ is d-2 [7, p. 651. Let fi , . . .,fd- 2 be a set of algebraically inde- 
pendent homogeneous elements of Zd, such that Id is integral over C[fi, . . ..fd] 
[lot. cit., p. 271. One knows that Id is a graded Cohen-Macaulay algebra (see [3] 
or [5]). This is equivalent to saying that Zd is a free module over Cvi, . . . . fd]. Let 
ei = deg fi and let e be the maximal degree of a homogeneous generator of Id, as 
a free CLfi,...,j&mOdule. 
COROLLARY 3. 
el+ . . . +ed-2=e+d+l. 
This is a consequence of Cor. 2 and the fact that 
Pd(t) = [(l - f’)...(l - f-z)] - ‘Q(t), 
where Q is a polynomial of degree e (which is a slight generalization of the 
lemma of [7, p. 291). 
COROLLARY 4. Zf Id is a free graded algebra then d 14. 
If this is so, we may take e = 0 in Cor. 3. Since all ei are > 2, except at most 
one (because of irreducibility), we then have 
d+ 1 =el+ . ..+ed-zL2+3(d-3)=3d-7. 
whence d I 4. 
This is a very special case of a result of Kac-Popov-Vinberg [4], see also [6, 
appendix]. It would be interesting to extend the method of proof used here to 
other cases. 
4. It is known that for dr 3 the rational function Pd has a pole of order 
d - 2 at z = 1 [7, p. 651). Hilbert [2] has determined the rational number 
lim (1 - z)d-2Pd(z). 
z-l 
From (13) we can obtain this result in a straightforward way. 
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LEMMA 6. (i) The Taylor series for (e, z2)! at z = 1 starts off with 
2ee!(l -z)‘-2+le!f?(l -z)e-r +...; 
(ii) The Laurent series for (1 - z)~~&z) at z = 1 starts off with 
(- l)e2-d+1(e!(d-e)!)-‘(l -z)-d+l +(- l)e2-d+1(e!(d-e)!)-1 x 
x(d+ 1)(&I-e-+)(1 -z)-d+2+ . . . . 
(i) is easily proved, and (ii) then follows from the definitions (4). 
PROPOSITION 2. 
-+(d!)-’ C (- l)e($(+d-e)d-3, dodd, 
lim (1 - z)~-~P~(z) = Ose<+d 
z-l - +(d!)- 1 C (- l)e(i)(+d- e)d-3, d even. 
Ose<+d 
This is Hilbert’s result. The proof is quite straightforward, starting from (13) 
and using lemmas 2 and 6. One also has to use that 
05;td(- l)e(%d-4d-2=4 
which is proved in [7, p. 631. 
The difference, in Hilbert’s result, between the case of an even and an odd d 
comes from the fact that for even d the pole z = - 1 of (1 - z2))&z) also leads to 
the pole z = 1 of &-ze((l -p&de) (see lemmas 3, 4). We omit the details of the 
calculation. 
Hilbert’s constant 
cd= - OrIitd(- l)eCfW-4d-3 
is discussed in [lot. cit.]. It is shown there that for dr5, 
cd=fW1(d-3)! $(sin.#x-dc2dx, 
and that the integral is asymptotically equal to 3/2(6n)1nd-3’2. 
5. We conclude with a number of remarks. 
(a) Formula (13) can be written in another form, which is slightly more 
convenient for computation. 
Define the rational function yde by y&z) =G($). 
Then, if d is even, we have 
Pd = oilC<y &d-i((l -c(@dj). 
and if d is odd, we have 
Pd(z) = F&q, 
where 
E= c @d-2j((l -pl)ydj). 
Osj< jd 
This readily follows from lemma 2 (i). 
(b) To compute &f for a given rational function one can proceed as 
follows. Write 
where g and h are polynomials (and g#O). By lemma 2 (ii) we have 
dJ= g- lG#hl~). 
This reduces the computation of @,J to the case of polynomials. Clearly 
Via this procedure, it is quite easy to compute Pd for small d. Using a computer, 
A.E. Brouwer and A.M. Cohen have obtained an explicit formula for Pd for 
d 5 16, from formula (13), see [ 11. For d 5 10 and d = 12 these PoincarC series 
were already determined by Sylvester [8, p. 283-3 11 and p. 499-5081. 
(c) If one wishes to deal with covariants, it is best to introduce the two 
variable rational function 
pd(Z, t) = i pde(z)f. 
t-=0 
It follows from the theorem that 
pd( 3 t) = c @d-2j(a(t)(l -P2)Ydj). 
Osj< jd 
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